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AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF PRIVATE SECTOR BANKS 
IN INDIA – A STUDY OF ICICI AND HDFC BANK 

 
Dr. Urvin C. Shah1 

 
Abstract 

To bank means, trust on someone. Present days the banking sectors are the only support of needy in India. Thus, it 
is necessary to examine the financial structures of the banks. Moreover, the RBI permitted the private sector banks 
to functioning. The concept of private sector banks is based on the transactions and funds reserved by the banks. 
Thus, it is more important to examine the structure of such banks. This research is focused on two leading banks. 
The secondary data bases are used to compare their functions. An application of financial ratios and ANOVA are 
used. The results are shows that the banks are properly follows the RBI guide line and balance their market values. 
 
Keywords: Private Sector Banks, Accounting Ratios, ANOVA 
 

INTRODUCTION  
 
'Improvement includes not just financial changes but rather likewise social and mechanical in numerous 
immature nations call for new arrangements of qualities and new ideas of society and government. No way to 
improve is probably going to be smooth. Managing an account is the base for financial improvement.'  
As India commends its 65th commemoration and an astonishing development as one of the quickest 
developing economies on the world (second to China), one segment which has assumed a fundamental part in 
counteractive action from flopping up economy is without a doubt the saving money division. The managing an 
account part's execution is viewed as the precise of financial exercises of the country as a sound saving money 
division framework goes about as the fundamental realities of strong monetary and mechanical development of 
a country.  
Amid the previous sixty-five years, since autonomy, the saving money area has witness critical changes and has 
doubtlessly made some amazing progress from the nationalization and privatization, in the post - 1997 period. 
The most recent two decade has achieved noteworthy changes in the saving money range in the nation with 
innovation being a noteworthy facilitator of this change. ATMs, Internet Banking, CCs, EFTPORs and now 
Mobile Banking have altered the managing an account scene in the nation. The old ideas, mentalities and 
strategies in keeping money have yield place to new procedures of feasibility, need base fund and showcasing. 
Rather than the banks only moving with the incline into quickly gainful endeavours, they are required to take 
an interest in the country building beneficial endeavours, they are required to take an interest in the country 
building exercises and help in achieving financial changes. Banks are not just budgetary foundations those 
activate stores starting with one then onto the next yet as social associations, need to go out the general 
population and help weaker segments in accomplishing their desires.  
Banks are, consequently, to go about as reactant specialists for the improvement of the nation, assembling 
assets whether these are and channelizing them towards profitable people. New techniques must be included 
for mechanical improvement, both in little scale and huge scale segments and instead of binding to the 
conventional method for capacity and conveyance fund of a short sort, formative back and term loaning must 
be taken up by business banks. So also opening of branches in provincial and urban zone proficient client 
administrations have accepted extraordinary significance.  
 
1.2 THE "BANK"  
There are others, who are in the conclusion that the world "Bank" is initially gotten from the German word 
"Bank" which means a joint stock store, which was Italianized into "Banco" when the German were experts of 
an extraordinary Part of Italy. This seems, by all accounts, to be more conceivable. Be that as it may, whatever 
be the root of "Bank" as Professor Ramchandra Rao says, "It would follow the historical backdrop of managing 
an account in Europe from the medieval times." 
 
1.3 DEFINITIONS  
As bank is an extremely far reaching word, different definitions have been given of the term bank at different 
spots and in different structures. To comprehend the essential thought and the significance of the term bank 
obviously, couples of meanings of the term bank are taken in various classifications as under:  
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1. "A bank is a foundation for care of cash got from or for the benefit of its clients. Its fundamental 
obligation is to pay their drafts on it. Its benefit emerges from the utilization of the cash left unemployed by 
them."  
2. "Bank is an organization that arrangements in cash and its substitutes and gives other money related 
administrations. Banks acknowledge stores and make credits and drive a benefit from the distinction in the 
loan fees paid and charged, individually. A few banks additionally have the ability to make cash."  
3.  "Banks implies a seat or table for evolving cash."  
4. "Bank is a foundation which brokers in cash, foundation for cash, as additionally to make credits and 
rebates and encouraging the transmission of settlements starting with one place then onto the next."  
5. "Tolerating with the end goal of the arrival of venture of stores of cash from open repayable on 
request or other insightful and pull back capable by cheque, draft, arrange or something else."  
6. "Any organization which executes the Business of Banking in India"  
However, the acknowledgment of stores by organizations with the end goal of financing their own particular 
business is not viewed as managing an account inside the significance of the demonstration. The basic qualities 
of the keeping money business as characterized in segment 5(b) of the managing an account Regulation Act is 
as per the following.  
1. Acceptance of stores from general society  
2. For the reason for loaning or venture  
3. Repayable on request or something else and  
4. Pull back capable by methods for any instrument whether a check or something else,  
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Research is priory examined by blue print. The blue print has been examined by the designing of research 
methodology. This research is carried out for examining the status of private sector banks. Thus, two leading 
banks are taken for study. The source of published reports by the banks are examined for the financial year 
2005 to 2014. To examine the report and conclude the results are part of exploratory research. To evaluate the 
financial structure an application of Return on Capital Employed Ratio and borrow to net value ratio are 
evaluated.  
 

APPLICATION TO DATA 
 
1. RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED RATIO 
This ratio sets up a connection between earnings before interest & tax and total capital. The target of 
registering the ratio is to gauge the capacity of the banks to meet its transient commitments and to mirror the 
fleeting monetary quality/divisibility of banks. At the end of the day, the goal is to gauge the well-being edge 
accessible for here and now banks. There are two segments of this ratio as - earnings preceding interest and tax 
allude to those advantages which are held for their change into money regularly inside a year. Second is total 
capital which alludes to those liabilities which are relied upon to be developed typically inside a year.  
It validates rupees of earnings before interest and tax accessible for every rupee of aggregate capital. Higher 
the ratio is more prominent the edge of well-being for here and now loan bosses. Be that as it may, too high or 
low ratio calls for further examination since the too high ratio may validate the nearness of sit out of gear 
assets with the banks or the nonattendance of venture openings with the banks and too low proportion the 
banks show the over exchanging/under capitalization if the return on capital Employed ratio is high.  
The banks are present commitments however in the event that the earnings before interest and tax are not as 
much as aggregate capital, it implies the bank experiences issues in meeting its present commitments. The 
rationale behind this decide is that regardless of the possibility that the benefit of earnings before interest and 
tax turns out to be a large portion of; the bank can in any case meet its fleeting commitments. Return on Capital 
Employed Ratio is an instrument for measuring the transient strength or capacity of a bank to bear on everyday 
work and meet the fleeting responsibilities prior. The critical of the Return on capital employed ratio is that it is 
a measure of divisibility as well as is a list of working capital accessible it is to the undertakings. 

TABLE 1.1 ROCE OF HDFC AND ICICI BANK 

Years HDFC Bank ICICI Bank Average Variance 

2005 18.88 15.54 17.21 5.58 

2006 21.06 11.26 16.16 47.98 

2007 21.49 12.61 17.05 39.43 

2008 13.83 8.88 11.36 12.26 

2009 11.91 7.53 11.22 27.23 

2010 13.70 7.80 10.75 17.42 

2011 15.47 9.35 12.41 18.73 
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2012 17.27 10.70 13.99 21.54 

2013 18.57 12.48 15.53 18.56 

2014 19.50 13.40 16.45 18.61 

Average 17.47 10.96 11.21  
The relative explanations for ROCE are introduced in table 1.1 for HDFC and ICICI bank for the year 2005 to 
2011. Amid 2005 the HDFC bank having ROCE 18.88 times in contrast with ICICI bank was recorded as 15.51. 
The normal of two banks is 17.21 and the clarified fluctuation is 5.58, which is minimal change between the 
ROCE of characterized two banks for the years 2005 to 2011. 

 
Amid 2006 Compare to ICICI, HDFC remains with 21.06 in ROCE and 11.26 is the ROCE of ICICI the normal 
contrast with a year ago diminished as 16.16. The Explained difference is figured as 47.98 which are the most 
noteworthy among the time traverse of 2005 to 2011.  
The ROCE for the year 2007 is figured as 21.49 and 12.61 times for HDFC and ICICI banks separately. The 
normal is figured as 17.05 for both the banks. The difference is seen 39.43 which are demonstrating the high 
inconstancy among the banks ROCE.  
In 2008, The HDFC covers 13.83 and ICICI having 8.88 which are minimal estimation of ROCE among every one 
of the years. The year was the season of retreat for Indian economy. It might bring about to that minimal 
change in the estimation of ROCE. The normal of the banks for ROCE are recorded as 11.36. As the mean is 
processed minimum the disclosed change is to be discovered likewise slightest as 12.26 for both the banks. For 
the year 2009, the ROCE for HDFC and ICICI bank is to be figured as 11.91 and 7.53 individually. Contrast with a 
year ago 2008 the development is seen for HDFC bank however the ROCE esteem was figured down for ICICI 
bank as 7.53. This is the reason that the normal of ROCE for the year 2009 is processed lower as 11.22 
contrasts with a year ago. The fluctuation is recorded higher contrast with a year ago as 27.23 for the 
evaluation year 2009. The information registered for the year 2010, the estimation of ROCE is recorded as 
13.70 and processed minimal higher incentive than a year ago in ROCE for ICICI as 7.80. It is seen that if there 
should arise an occurrence of HDFC the estimation of ROCE is decreased contrast with a year ago. This may 
motivation to lessen the normal esteem 10.75 for both the banks. The clarified change in market is figured as 
17.42. In 2011, the ROCE for both the banks are processed as 15.47 and 9.35. This demonstrates the hick in 
both the estimations of ROCE contrast with a year ago. It additionally builds the incentive in normal ROCE of 
the banks as 12.41. The clarified change is registered as 18.73 which is minimal higher than a year ago. The 
figure for the year 2012, for the banks demonstrates the development in ROCE values as 17.27 and 10.70,   
relatively these qualities are higher than years ago. The normal for the year is processed as 13.99 with the 
clarified difference as 21.51. The clarified difference indicates high vacillation contrast with the most recent 
couple of years. The figures in table for the year 2013, highlights the ROCE much development for the banks. It 
was figured 18.57 for HDFC bank and 12.48 for ICICI bank. The total an incentive for both the bank is registered 
as 15.53 with the clarified change of 18.56.  
The most recent year in the review 2014, demonstrates higher development of ROCE for both the banks as 
19.50 and 13.40 with 16.45 total qualities. The fluctuation clarified for ROCE is 18.61. The above dialog 
demonstrates the most elevated changes in the year 2005 and 2007 in the event of ROCE and the most elevated 
vacillations are figured for 2006, 2007 and 2012. This may because of the adjustments in economy and request 
of cash in market. 

ANOVA 

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Years 119.95 9 13.3283 7.861516 0.002574 3.178893 

Between Banks 212.07 1 212.0757 125.0899 1.4E-06 5.117355 

Error 15.258 9 1.695385    

Total 347.28 19     
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The null hypothesis is lying down to study the nature of private sector banks about the ROCE that there is no 
significance difference between years in ROCE of HDFC and ICICI bank. To study the variability among the bank 
ROCE, an application of analysis of variance is to be tested. The factors determine with two-way classification 
with replication i.e. Years and Banks. The computed values for F- test for both the parameter are presented in 
table above. The critical value for both the parameters rejects the null hypothesis that there is no significance 
difference between years in ROCE of the banks. It clears that as per the changes in time factor the ROCE is 
affected majorly. The p–value is computed significant for the selected parameters.   
 
2. BORROW TO NET VALUE RATIO 
This proportion builds up a connection among borrowing and net worth. The goal of registering this proportion 
is to quantify the capacity of the bank to meet its transient commitments as and when due without depending 
upon the acknowledgment of stock. There are two parts of this proportion with First Borrowing and second 
Net worth incorporates Reserves and Share Capital. It shows both the nature of total assets and the Borrowing 
gathering endeavours of the venture. It demonstrates the speed with which the total assets are changed over 
into money every year. When all is said in done, a high proportion shows the shorter accumulation time frame 
which suggests provoke instalments by total assets and a low proportion demonstrates a more extended 
gathering period which infers deferred instalments by total assets. Be that as it may, too high proportion and 
too law proportion calls encourage examination. A too high proportion might be the consequence of a 
prohibitive borrowing and gathering approach which may abridge the deals and thus benefits. Then again, a 
too law proportion might be the after effect of liberal and wasteful obtaining and gathering arrangement which 
may include the danger of awful total assets and weight of high intrigue cost required in keeping up a more 
elevated amount of total assets. Along these lines, a bank ought to neither have a high nor an extremely law 
Borrowing Ratio, however ought to have an agreeable level. To judge whether the proportion is palatable or 
not, it ought to be contrasted and its own particular past proportion or with the proportion of comparable 
banks in a similar bank or with the bank normal. The calculation of borrow to net worth ratio is discussed in 
chapter one. The details for the years 2005 to 2014 of borrow to net worth ratio for both the banks are 
presented in table 1.2.  As a part of finding the hypothesis regarding the significance between the years and the 
changes in ratio is lying down to understand the nature of changes or variability. The details for increase and 
decrease of borrow to net worth ratio for both the banks are explained as follows: For the year 2005, the 
growth rate of borrow to net worth ratio HDFC  

TABLE 1.2 BORROW TO NET WORTH RATIO OF HDFC AND ICICI BANK 

Years HDFC Bank ICICI Bank Average Variance 

2005 117.03 260.04 188.53 10225.52 

2006 86.05 170.78 128.42 3589.60 

2007 43.76 207.82 125.79 13457.78 

2008 38.96 140.21 89.58 5126.58 

2009 17.84 131.96 76.40 6858.57 

2010 60.01 182.62 121.31 7516.13 

2011 56.72 198.86 127.79 10102.60 

2012 79.69 232.04 155.86 11605.64 

2013 91.14 217.88 151.51 8031.63 

2014 90.71 211.38 151.04 7280.88 

Average 68.19 195.66 131.93  
 

 
Table 1.2 introduced the situation for Borrow to Net worth Ratio of HDFC and ICICI Bank. It is cleared from the 
table that contrast with ICICI bank (260.04) the proportion is minimum for HDFC bank (117.03) for the year 
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2005. The normal change in esteem is figured as 188.53 with high fluctuation. In 2006, the getting to total 
assets proportion again processed higher for ICICI bank (170.78) against HDFC bank (86.05), the total of both 
is registered as 128.42 with inconstancy 3589.60 is ascertained minimum among the review time frame. The 
year 2007 is again in expanded from for ICICI bank (207.82) towards HDFC (43.76) with the normal of both the 
proportions 125.79. Amid the year 2008 the normal is processed minimum 89.58 on the grounds that as a rule 
the ICICI having the high estimation of proportion 140.21 in disagreement of HDFC (38.96). There is a major 
extent in the calculation of obtaining to total assets proportion of HDFC just 17.84 close by to ICICI as 131.96, 
because of that the normal is registered most little as 76.40 for every one of the years, which cause to high 
changeability for the year 2009. In the year 2010, the estimation of proportion for ICICI (182.62) remains 
against HDFC (60.01) having the normal estimation of 121.31. The period of 2011, again moved same for ICICI 
(198.86) higher to HDFC (56.72) with the normal estimation of 127.79. The time traverse of 2012 is seen most 
full of feeling for both the banks as they have the higher changeability of 11605.64 clears the major up-downs 
in market. Amid this time the proportion of ICICI again crossed and ended up plainly 232.04, though HDFC has 
minimal estimation of 79.69, the normal of them during the current year is registered as 155.86. The year 2013 
is processed for ICICI (217.88) and HDFC (91.14) with normal of 151.51. The last examination is to be made for 
the year 2014 as 211.38 for ICICI bank and 90.71 for HDFC manage an account with normal estimation of 
151.01. It clears that the enrolling this extent is to evaluate the limit of the bank to meet its transient 
responsibilities as and when due without relying on the affirmation of stock. 

ANOVA 

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Years 19416.49 9 2157.39 7.61 2.91E-03 3.18 
Between Banks 81241.93 1 81241.93 286.40 3.94E-08 5.12 
Error 2552.99 9 283.67       
Total 103211.41 19         

 
The null hypothesis is lying down to study the nature of private sector banks about the borrow to net worth 
ratio that there is no significance difference between years in borrow to net worth ratio of HDFC and ICICI 
bank. To study the variability among the bank, borrow to net worth ratio, an application of analysis of variance 
is to be checked. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The computed values for F- test for both the parameter are presented in table above. The critical value for both 
the parameters rejects the null hypothesis that there is no significance difference between years in ratio of the 
banks. It clears that as per the changes in time factor the Borrow to Net worth Ratio is affected majorly. The p–
value is computed significant for the selected parameters. 
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